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Abstract 

Background: Red cell distribution width (RDW) is a critical parameter that is reported to have 

a relation with the incidence and prognosis of cerebrovascular strokes. Altered RDW has been 

shown to predispose to the development of vascular thrombosis which is the underlying cause 

of cerebrovascular disease. We in the current study tried to evaluate the relationship between 

RDW values and stroke severity and prognosis.  

Methods: N=50 cases of acute ischemic stroke and age and sex-matched controls were 

included in the study. The patients were analyzed with a detailed history with the profile of 

stroke, GCS, NIHSS, mRS, including risk factors such as hypertension, Diabetes mellitus, IHD, 

and vascular risk factors. All the patients were subjected to 12 lead ECGs, 2D Echo, and CT 

scans. The sample was sent to the Department of Pathology for complete blood analysis 

including RDW. 

Results: the cases were divided into two groups those with RDW ≥14.5 and those with RDW 

≤14.5. We found 62% of cases with RDW ≥14.5 and 28% cases with RDW ≤14.5. We found 

CRP levels, MCV, Modified Rankin Scale mRS, and Stroke size significantly increased in 

patients with RDW ≥14.5. Analysis of cases based on RDW in both groups the p-values was 

found to be 0.0122 considered significant. The diagnostic value of RDW levels at the cutoff 

value of 13.5 found the sensitivity was 76.5% and specificity was 75.8%. 

Conclusion: RDW is an important indicator of the prognosis of ischemic stroke. Although the 

exact mechanisms underlying it has not been fully elucidated, it may be used routinely in 

laboratories as it is inexpensive, and when combined with GCS, NIHSS, and mRS parameters 

it could provide information on stroke severity and increased risk of mortality.  

Keywords: Red Blood Cell Distribution Width (RDW), Acute Ischemic stroke, Modified 

Rankin Scale mRS, C reactive protein (CRP). 

 

 

Introduction 

Stroke or cerebrovascular accident is one of the important causes of morbidity and mortality. 

The World Health Organization defined stroke as a "neurological deficit of cerebrovascular 

cause that persists beyond 24 hours or is interrupted by death within 24 hours" It is a disease 

that has multifactorial etiology. It results from occlusion or hemorrhage and is considered a 

leading cause of death across the world. [1-3] The incidence of stroke is increasing in recent 

years especially in developing countries. In India stroke is increasingly becoming the cause of 

premature death or disability. It has been largely driven by demographic changes and by the 

existence of several important modifiable risk factors. The risk rate of stroke across the world 

in the age above 25 years has increased from 22.8% in 1990 to 22.8% in the year 2016. [4] Early 

detection and treatment are the keys to a favorable prognosis. [5] The inquest of early 
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biomarkers for stroke and its prognosis Red cell distribution width (RDW) has been recently 

found to be an important parameter. RDW measures the size variability of the circulating 

erythrocytes. Some consider it as an electronic counterpart of peripheral anisocytosis. It 

represents the coefficient of variations of red blood cells volume percentage. [6] Several studies 

have pointed out that RDW elevations are seen in diseases which include cardiovascular 

diseases, thrombosis, and stroke. [7-10] RDW has been found to vary based on the inflammatory 

status of the individual and it has a profound impact on stroke development. [11] Feng et al., [12] 

have found an increased incidence of inflammation and oxidative stress which occurs during 

ischemia could result in elevation of RDW and is often associated with poor prognosis. 

However, there is no comprehensive investigation of RDW in our group population. If the 

increased RDW can be used to detect major complications and strengthen treatment and reduce 

mortality it may have a profound impact on the method of management. Since the RDW 

determination is rapid and inexpensive and is performed in most of the laboratories it can be 

monitored with ease. We in the current study tried to evaluate the RDW as the prognosticator 

of acute stroke in cases reporting to our tertiary care hospital.  

 

Material and Methods 

This cross-sectional study was conducted in the Department of General Medicine, Government 

Medical College, and Hospital, Mahaboobnagar, Telangana. Institutional Ethical committee 

permission was obtained for the study after following the protocol for human research. Written 

consent was obtained from the guardian/relative of the patient included in the study.  

 

Inclusion criteria 

1. All the cases of acute ischemic stroke  

2. Admitted to the hospital within 24 hours of onset 

3. Age and sex-matched with associated risk factors to act as controls. 

Exclusion criteria 

1. Patients with post-trauma stroke 

2. Brain tumors or CNS infections 

3. With a history of recent MI  

4. History of immunological disorders 

5. All types of anemic cases 

 

The patients were analyzed with a detailed history with the profile of stroke, including risk 

factors such as hypertension, Diabetes mellitus, IHD, and vascular risk factors. All the patients 

were subjected to 12 lead ECGs, 2D Echo, and CT scans. A 5 ml of venous sample was 

obtained from the patients (within 24 hours of stroke onset) in a vacutainer with EDTA as an 

anticoagulant. The sample was sent to the Department of Pathology for complete blood analysis 

including RDW. In the Pathology lab, the sample was analyzed with an automated blood cell 

counter (SYSMEX K1000 Kobe Japan). RDW is calculated by dividing the standard deviation 

of the RBC volume by MCV multiplied by 100 to give the value in percentage. It is expressed 

as the percentage coefficient of variation normal range is from 11.6 – 14.6%. The severity of 

stroke was assessed by the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score which as 

grades as mild with scores < 8, Moderate scores 9-15, and severe > 16. [13] The severity of 

neurological impairment was graded as mild (CNS, 8.5–10), moderate (CNS, 2.5–8), or severe 

(CNS, 0–2). The functional outcomes were measured by using a modified Rankin scale (mRS) 

with good outcomes defined by scores of ≤ 2 and poor outcomes if the scores are > 2. [13] The 

collected data was uploaded on an MS Excel spreadsheet and analyzed by SPSS version 21 on 

windows format. Quantitative data were expressed as mean and standard deviations. 

Qualitative data was represented by frequencies and percentages. Chi-square test was used to 
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calculate the difference between qualitative variables p values of (<0.05) was considered 

significant.  

 

Results 

In the present study, n=50 cases of ischemic stroke patients and age and sex-matched n=50 

controls were taken. In the ischemic stroke patients, 70% were male and 30% were females 

similarly in the control group 76% were male and 24% were females. The mean age of cases 

in the study group was 60.5 ± 2.5 years and in the controls group, the mean age was 58.5 ± 3.5 

years. All the risk factors were analyzed between the cases and the control group given in table 

1. Of all the risk factors Atrial fibrillation was found to be significantly higher prevalence in 

cases as compared to controls p values were 0.02 hence significant. The mean GCS score of 

the patients at the time of admission was 10.25 ± 3.5 and the mean NISS score at admission 

was 17.35 ± 4.2 and the mean stroke size was 11.4 ± 2.5 cms.  

 

Table 1: Demographic profile of the cases in the study 

Variable  Ischemic stroke (n=50) Controls (n=50) P-value 

Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 

Male 35 70 38 76 0.125 

Female 15 30 12 24 0.332 

Risk Factors 

Hypertension 35 70 20 40 0.412 

Diabetes Mellitus 22 44 12 24 0.122 

Dyslipidemia  26 52 15 30 0.06 

Smoking 5 10 6 12 0.221 

Atrial Fibrillation 10 20 3 6 0.02* 

Previous stroke 11 22 0 0 0.0 

* significant  

All the inflammatory and hematological parameters were compared between the cases and the 

control groups as depicted in table 2. Of all the parameters CRP was found to be significantly 

increased in the ischemic stroke patients and Red cell distribution width was also significantly 

increased in the stroke patients as compared to the control group.  

 

Table 2: Comparison of hematological profile 

Variable Ischemic Stroke Control group P values 

CRP mg/L 29.9 ± 3.34 11.25 ± 1.5 0.022* 

Hb gm/dl 14.5 ± 1.5 13.9 ± 1.8 0.785 

WBC x 103/mm3 8.15 ± 3.6 7.66 ± 4.2 0.36 

Platelets x 105/mm3 2.2 ± 0.5 2.6 ± 0.66 0.41 

RDW % 15.66 ± 1.9 13.4 ± 1.22 0.010* 

MCV fl 82.33 ± 2.5 81.2 ± 3.6 0.54 

* significant  

Out of n=50 cases based on the RDW, we divided the cases into two groups those with RDW 

≥14.5 and those with RDW ≤14.5. We found 62% of cases with RDW ≥14.5 and 28% cases 

with RDW ≤14.5. Among all the parameters mentioned in table 3. We found CRP levels, MCV, 

Modified Rankin Scale mRS, and Stroke size significantly increased in patients with RDW 

≥14.5. Analysis of cases based on RDW in both groups the p-values was found to be 0.0122 
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considered significant. The diagnostic value of RDW levels at the cutoff value of 13.5 found 

the sensitivity was 76.5% and specificity was 75.8%. Univariate and multivariate logistical 

regression analysis revealed that despite adjustment of other risk factors RDW remains an 

important independent factor for poor functional outcomes following Acute Ischemic Stroke. 

 

Table 3: comparison of parameters based on the Red cell width distribution 

Variable RDW ≥14.5 (n=31) RDW ≤14.5 (n=19) P values 

Mean ± SD Mean ± SD 

CRP mg/L 32.6 ± 5.5 21.9 ± 6.4 0.036* 

Hb gm/dl 13.22 ± 2.9 14.8 ± 3.3 0.561 

WBC x 103/mm3 8.81 ± 2.3 9.77 ± 4.6 0.157 

MCV fl 80.22 ± 6.5 84.69 ± 3.7 0.045* 

GCS  10.88 ± 2.3 10.96 ± 3.3 0.781 

NIHSS 18.66 ± 4.5 15.47 ± 2.6 0.219 

mRs 4.5 ± 1.44 3.72 ± 1.2 0.029* 

Stroke size cms 14.5 ± 3.7 12.22 ± 2.41 0.017* 

 

 

Discussion 

Stroke is the common cause of morbidity and death in India, and it is the second most common 

cause of death worldwide. [14] Red cell distribution width is a marker of anisocytosis and is 

commonly measured by automated cell counters. It is also used for the diagnosis of anemia. [15] 

Various studies have found that Red cell distribution width can be a useful marker for stroke, 

pulmonary arterial hypertension, heart failure, pulmonary embolism in predicting mortality and 

morbidity. [16, 17] The current study aimed to evaluate the role of RDW as a predictor of stroke 

outcome in acute ischemic stroke. In this study, a comparison of RDW values in patients with 

those having values less than 14.5 and more than 14.6 increased the stroke risks and had poorer 

outcomes (table 3). Some studies have revealed that cryptogenic stroke with RDW >14% was 

an independent predictor of the risk of cryptogenic stroke and the risk increased to 2.5 times in 

patients with RDW >14%. [18] The exact mechanism of association of RDW levels and stroke 

has not been fully elucidated. It appears that inflammatory factors and oxidative stress are two 

important determinants of cerebral infarction. [19] Ramirez M et al., [20] in a case-control study 

with n=224 patients with stroke with equal age and sex-matched controls found RDW as a 

powerful indicator of stroke. Jia et al., [21] found RDW values were significantly higher in 

n=392 ischemic stroke patients. Studies have shown that RDW may reflect the state of 

inflammation which further leads to impaired erythrocyte maturation and decreased the life 

span of RBC. [22] Inflammatory mediators such as IL-6, TNF-α, CRP, and ESR were associated 

with RDW independent confounding factors as part of the inflammatory process. [23] In this 

study, the comparison of normal RDW and those with increased RDW (table 3) found CRP 

and MCV were significantly higher in those with higher RDW. Our findings agreed with the 

findings of Lippe et al., [24] in their study found a higher RDW was associated with higher 

inflammatory parameters such as CRP. Studies have revealed that RDW value is also 

influenced by demographic factors such as age, gender, and race. [24, 25] It has been found that 

normally gradual increase in RDW parameter with the increase in age in normal healthy 

controls. [26] Although the relationship of gender with RDW is controversial. Studies have 

found a slightly higher RDW value in females as compared to males. [24, 27] Other studies have 

proposed that no significant gender-based differences in RDW values are noted. [28, 29] Going 
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with the fact that gender differences are insignificant we have not compared the RDW 

parameter differences based on gender. In this study, we evaluated the stroke severity with a 

bedside scoring system that included GCS, mRS, and NIHSS. Of these with values with RDW 

distribution indicated the modified Rankin Scale mRS was significantly higher in patients with 

higher RDW. Kara et al., [30] in n=128 cases with acute ischemic stroke and symptoms of less 

than 24 hours on comparison with RDW found significantly higher RDW predict in increased 

bedside scoring systems in agreement with the results of the current study. Kim et al., [18] have 

reported that a higher magnitude of RDW predicted higher mortality rates and worsening of 

functional outcomes of ischemic stroke. These studies indicated that RDW can be used as a 

biomarker for assessing the severity of stroke and prognosis of patients with acute ischemic 

stroke. 

 

Conclusion 

Based on the observations of this study we conclude that RDW is an important indicator of the 

prognosis of ischemic stroke. Although the exact mechanisms underlying it has not been fully 

elucidated it may be used routinely in laboratories as it is inexpensive and when combined with 

GCS, NIHSS, and mRS parameters it could provide information on stroke severity and 

increased risk of mortality.  
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